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1. HTBODUCTIOM 

In the lmat ten rears considerable efforts hare been made 

to derelop MHD equilibrium codes, one of the basic topios In 

plasma physics. The determination of MHD equilibrium oonfigu-

rations represents a major part in the tokamak designing and in 

the interpretation of their experimental results* Dae to the faot 

that analytically little oan be done' in this problem, espeeialy for 

the real tokasjak systems where the eurreats in the poloidal field 

coils, outside the plasm, sjust be speoified, the numerical me

thods are ideally suited to these design problems* 

This paper presents a nunerioal scheme for the detemina-

tion of stationary axisymaetrlo MHD equilibria in air core trans-

foraer tokamaks,considering both formulations» the frea-toandary 

problem and the fixed boundary one* After a brief presentation 

in section 2 of the equations describing MHD equilibria the ite

rative methods are.described in section 3. 

The fixed boundary problem and the free-boundary problem 

are presented in section 4 and 5 respectively* The equilibrium 

parameters oaleulated by the code are presented in section 6, 

while in section 7 exeaples of the application of the computer 

•ode to equilibrium calculations are giren* 

2. inSIMMBTRIC TOROIDAL MHD EQUILIBRIA 

In a teo-dlmenslonal axisymmetrio geometry the equations 

describing stationary MHD equilibria: 

Vp=J*£, '<» 

r $r 



j Ă / i = <?, o) 
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oan be combined to Grad-Shafranov equation /1,2/ in an integral 
fora. In cylindrical coordinates /*,/*, 2T (Vetoing the ignoreble 
coordinate) one bast 

where: /" , S~ and Jl are a oloeed etuve, a surface delimited 
by r and a closed surface respectively, *f is the stream 
funotlon of tike poloidal magnetic field is a function 
waţeh is conatant on magnetic surf aces, in fact 27TP is the 
poloidal flax inside a magnetic surface), Jp is the toroidal 
current density glren by» 

7 -r& + i^-L dl* (5) 

The two functions /> and / on the r.h.s. of e<f.(5) 
corresponding to the plasms pressure and the poloidal 'current 
density stress function respectively, are a function of / only 
and in the framework of ideal MHD they oan be arbitrarily spe-
o if ied. Bis choice of p(^) vcA J (ty) functions corresponds to 
the chosen plasma model. One hast 

% =vJ*vr, r 

where Op represents the plasma poloidal current density and* 
£y> i s the toroidal magnetic f ield. 



3. IWHUxTYI METHODS 

Bq.(4) Is a nonlinear equation «nose solutions 

depend on the funotioas pftyjvcA // J V « B well as on the 

boundary conditions for r • imposed either at some finite 

points or at the origin and the infinity. The solving procedure 

for eq«(4) depends on the foznulatlon of .the problem, formula

tions I (equilibrium ensured by mirror current8 in a conduc

ting oaaing around the plasma) and II (equilibrium ensured by 

external conductor currents) of the equilibrium problem /3/ 

leads to a. nonlinear problem even if the current distribution 

Inside the plasma, surrounded by a vacuum region, Is assumed 

to be a linear function of T . Even in the simplest case 

(formulation III), when the plasma boundary is prescribed and 

the distribution of external currents is requlered to ensure 

the desired boundary, the equilibrium problem la not well-posed 

in the sense of Hadamard (it can have more than one solution 

for a given ohoioe of p and / ). Consequently the nonlinea-

rity of the problem requires the use of nonusual iteration 

methods «hioh do converge to a physically nontrivial solution. 

One way is to adopt special iterative schemes /4/ but 

the convergence rate is slow. 

The second procedure consists in introducing one or more 

free parameters in the r.h.s. of eq.(4) toghether with one or 

more conditions that the solution must satisfy /5,6/, 

In this paper the seoond procedure has been used in its 

simplest way of application» the total toroidal plasma current 

should have a given value. A parameter Oi has been introduced 

in the r.h.s. of eq.(4) and determined i*erative]y togeUer 



«1th the, eolation («outer iteretien*)x 

Sr' 
(9) 

With: 

a fa 
0( = *— > (io) 

X * «here c<. represents the integro-dif f erentlal operator In the 

l.h.s. of eq.(4), /" represents the plasma-vacuum boundary and 

fi is the label of the "outer" iteration. 

The method of solving the linearized equation (solving of 

eq.(9) at each value of ft - the "inner" JHmblem) depends essen

tially on the extent of the region Op and the shape of its 

boundary /" . In this paper, in order to determine Dirichlet 

boundary conditions on the edge of a computational domain /7/, a 

Green's function formulation has been used. The r values on 

the jouaftary f of the computational domain Op result by the 

summing of its two contributing parts: 

r 
where» 

Yr - #% tf , (U) 

% (rj,zj) =Z Sfrjjzj/n ,Zi)Jc , *ftZ/ € r, (12) 

represents the contributing part of the ourrents flowing in the 

ti external coils and, 

# W *§6trj,Zj/r:z1jyW,r')cJryz', ry,zj6r^) 
$r' 

represents the contribution from the plasma current. Both contrl-



tiona are ooaputed using the appropriate Green'e funotlon for a 
toroidal current eoureei 

and Kţft1) «ad C (#*)*f the oomplete elllptlo integrala of 
the flret and aaooad kind. 

Por the aolution of the linearised equation a point itera
tive Bjethod (SOR) /8/ haa been used. 

4. THE m i D B0U1DARY EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEM 

In dbsign praotioe one often prefers to presorlbe the ahape 
of the plasma and then determine the distribution of external 
ourrents required to ensure that particular surface• One «ay ia 
to" find the current distribution producing (inside the boundary) 
a poloidal «agnatic field having a prescribed component LJ ?tan
gential to the plaeaa boundary /9/. In this paper the plana 
shape is prescribed by making r omstant i.e.. , on the 
plasam boundary /7»10/, The plasma boundary ia defined by M 

poiata (TjiZjfj* f,M) equally dlatri luted. At each atep of the 
"outer" iteration the value of %> is ooaputed as a aua of the 
both contributing parte (fig.l)i 

aşi *»/ 
(16) 

AT. 
Z%*»ti 
1*1 

h • "/*/" (M*N-)i 
(17.1) 
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ev ia matrix foni: 

AJ=B, <«•« 
where t 

Qjc*G(rf*f/n.Zi);6j--fc'-%(&*/)/ k-k . (18) 

In general, eq.(17.2) Is not well poaed in the sense of 
Hadamard and therefore m. regularlsatlon method /ll/ has been 
used. The problem of solving eq.(17*2) is equivalent to the 
problem of functional •inimi sat ioni 

wheret QUI is any strictly positive arbitrary functional, 
R. -IJAJ-B// is the distance between Al and B in the. 
metrio space and <X is the regularization para
meter» (X should be small,so that changes introduced in eq. 
(19) by. the CK -containing component would be insignificant» 
fhe mdalamm of the funcţional (19) can be found using an Baler 
equations 

where A denotes an operator (matrix) conjugated to A , end 
sicn ia a functional derivative. A norm of fmotion J haa 
been need as funcţional fim i.e.Sim =///// 

for detexminstion the following algorithm haa been 
used» eq.(20X Is solved for a aet of parameters \ OC }0((: fl?\, 
A set of oonneotions is obtained! 
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Substituting in eq.(17.2) the elements of the aet şf , one 
obtains a o*t; 

e"-[â";s*-*s"} (22, 
As final,solution of eq.(17.2) one chooses that which 
satisfies: 

A sequence of real numbers,decreasing to zero, has been used as 
the set of the regularization parameter CK . 

for the fixed boundary equilibrium problem eq.(19) has 
the form: 

Inverting the matrix equation which minimizes eq.(24) 
lc)M*ldIi?0, dM*/ăPri =0) , IL and - ^ a » obtained. Spe-
"îifying rr' » the number of unknowns and equations are reduced 
by one. As a measure of the matrix condition, the ratio of 
the highest eigenvalue to the smallest one has been computed. 
Por the case when Ii and j r ' are determined this ratio is 
of the order 10 , while for ca&e when only J; are determined, 
this ratio is of the order 106 ( M —13, K - 9). 

5. THE FREE-BOUNDARY EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEM 

In this case the plasma boundary is not prescribed and the 
boundary eondition Jr'~'L~ ^ c a n *>• replaced by the require
ment that the plasma boundary passes through a given point or is 
tangent to a given line (limiter condition). The yoint through 
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which the plasma boundary la required to pass was chosen in the 

inner part of the meridian plane of the torus /12/. For a plas

ma surrounded by a vacuum region* the current density 

only in the region where 

The selfconsistent determination of Tt , and hence of the 

plasma boundary is an important part of the solution of the free 

boundary equilibrium problem. The iterative procedure employed 

to solve the free-boundary equilibrium problem is presented 

schematically in Pig.2. The dashed seotion is inserted when the 

fixed boundary equilibrium problem must be solved. Two nested 

loops have been used: an outer loop, labeled ft , In which 

approximate Dirichlet boundary conditions for r are determi

ned for the computational domain , and an inner loop, la

beled n. , which iterates over the nonlinear r.h.s. of eq.(4) 

/?/. The inner loop is equivalent to an underrelaxation. 

After input data reading and Green's functions computation 

(or reading from a previous case) the cv.rrent density initiali

sation is performed. The following initialisation form has been 

used: 

where: the subscripts £ f j represent a grid point, a is the 

small plasma radius, Hx and £a define the center of the 

initial current distribution. 

In the second step the r values on the boundary of the 

computational domain \J/> are computed: 

#'-y*fc* (26) 
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where j£ represents the contribution froa the currents flowing 

in external colls, while /> represents the contribution 

from the plasma current using the latest approxlaation of 

In the third step, Grad - ShafranoT equation is solved, 77 

and value on the magnetic axis) are computed and the 

current distribution U; . is updated using the latest known 

values of T/ : . 

After a convergence test for the inner and outer loops (the 

inner and outer iterations are nixed without first obtaining 

complete convergence of the former) the equilibrium parameters 

are calculated and results are printed. 

6. EQUILIBRIUM PARAMETERS CALCU'uATIOH 

Some important equilibrium parameters, such as the poloidal 

and tordfcdal beta, the safety factor 0 and the length of the 

plasma boundary in the F-Z plane, are computed» 

The poloidal beta is calculated by applying the general 

definition for a plasma with an arbitrary oross-seotloni 

(27) 

The line integral represents the plasma boundary length aaft 

is evaluated toghether with the safety factor O A 3 / at the 

boundary* 

The toroidal beta is calculated froa the definition! 

/? = o *>£ '1 .,~ a ^»fp J- , ( 2 B > 
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where <8f> is tho toroidal field averaged over the plasma 

cross-section and &fn *•» the value of oip on the magne

tic axis* 

The safety factor O is computed on the plasma boundary 

from the definition» 

e 

where is the toroidal magnetic flux between / and 

P+ df magnetic surfaces. 

The same method applied to O determination is applica

ble to any magnetic surface so that it is possible to use the 

same technique to calculate O as a function of r . 

7. RESULTS 

The code has been usdd to the calculation of equilibrium 

ocnfigurationsfor a small and a medium size tokamak, both with 

circular plasmas and air core transformer. 

The adopted plasma models assume a vanishing pressure and 

plasma current density at the plasma boundary. For the toroidal 

plasma current density the following form has been adopted: 

where: r[ is the r value at the plasma boundary (limiter), 

/Q is the / value at the magnetic axis ( ra, 0 ) and C is' 

a constant related to they pololdal beta /13/: 
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C«-6*-4&. - (3D 
Choosing the following values: /(=/ , K-2 fk>2 one obtains a 
flat, a parabolio and a strongly peaked at the Magnetic axis, 
current distribution, respecţi vbly. The functions 
giving this toroidal current distribution are: 

(32) 

(33) 

where JL represents the value of / on the plasna boundary 
v 

and det mines the toroidal vacuum field is the 
conserving parameter presented la section 3* 

The following symbols «nd units have been used* " -the 
major radius [ m J , (X -the small radius [ a J , Ip - the plasma 
current [ IA ] , A -the distance of the magnetic *T~LB shift 
I m J t Re * 2-e " tne coordinates of the equilibrium field .coils 
center, W , H -the equilibrium field ooils width and night 
respectively ! m J , }Q - the equilibrium field coils current 
i A | , Y&f u ~the I values at the magnetic axis and at the 
plasma edge, respectively I Wb/rad J. 

a) The pwiall else tokamak 
The geometrioal parameters of the equilibrium fiel< system 

(4 equilibrium coila),as well as the computed values of the equi
librium currents,necessary to maintain the plasma in equilibrium, 
are given in Tab.I.l, 
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The Input pla Tia parameters, for which the MHD equilibrium 

has been, calculated,as well as the computed plasma parameters, 

are presented in Tab.1.2. 

After tho calculation of the KHD equilibrium configuration 

and the computation of the magnetic surfaces shape (Pig. 3). the 

ahape of the vacuum magnetic surfaces has been determined (Pig.4). 

The shape of constant index lines (/? ) is given 

in Pig.5. The shape of constant magnetic field in vacuum and in 

the presence of the plasma is presented in Pig.6 and Pig.7 res

pectively. 

After the fixed-boundary equilibrium computation, the nume

rical code has been used to solve a free-boundary problem using 

the previously computed equilibrium currents and an arbitrary 

plasma current density distribution. She expeoted plasma geometry 

is reached in a relativ great number of iterations (Pig.8). 

Different shapes of the toroidal plasma current density 

distribution and of the plasma pressure distribution, both In 

the middle plane, for two given values of k(parameter used in 

eq.30)r are shown in Pig.9. All the equilibrium ccxls and plasma 

parameters are those* reported in Tab.I.l and Tab.1.2 (the values 

of the computed equilibrium currents for 1c » 3 are not given). 

The shape of the magnetic surfaces, the toroidal plasma 

current density and plasma pressure distributions, the poloidal 

plasma current density distribution and the toroidal magnetic 

field for different values of £/> * ere presented in Pig.10. 

The plasma parameters, R, a and lp are those given in Tab.1.2. 

The influence of Ap on the plasma parameters,as well as on the 

computed equilibrium coil currents is presented in Tab.II. 
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b) The medium aize tokamak. 
i 

The geometrical parameter* of the equilibrium coil system 
(18 equilibrium coils) and the equilibrium currents, oonputed 
to ensure the desired plasma shape, are given in Tab.III.1, 
while the input plasma parameters, as well as the eomputed ones» 
are repeated in Tab.Ill•a* 

file configuration of the magnetlo surţaoes, the shapes of 
the toroidal plasma current density and the plasma pressure 
distributions for the medium sine tokamak are presented in 
Pig.11 and Pig.12 respectively. 

Computations have been performed on CYBER 170/720. The 
storage requirement is of 52 kwords.fhe execution time of 
the equilibrium oode depends on the nature of the problem(fixed 
or free-boundary problem), on the number of grid points and on 
the aoouraoy of the „inner" and„outer" iterations. A typical 
running time for e 42 x 21 grid, with CGuf * 10 , £//?/«• 10""' 
Is 5 minutes. This implies the fixed boundary equilibrium problem 

computation (Green's funotioas calculation inolu&ed) followed by 

a vacuum field calculation (for the previous oomputed equilibrium 

currents) and the computations performed for a graphical on-line 

printing of the follwing values: ft (r,s), B(r,s), j« (r,z;, 

Zip ( P . O ) , p(r,o), ;Jp(r,o), BT(r,o) and n(r,«). 
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FIGURE CAPTIOIS 

Fis.l. Computational domain Sr . 

Pigc.2. Computer code flow-chart. The dashed part is inserted 

when a fixed - boundary equilibrium computation is 

performed. 

Fig.3. Shape of *he magnetic surfaces for the small size 

tokamak having the parameters given in Tab.I.l and 

Tab.1.2 ( IP in Wb/rad). 

Fig.4. Shape of the vacuum magnetic surfaces for the equilibrium 

currents given in Tab,1.1 (J^ln Wb/rad )• 

Fig.5. Constant index lines. 

Fig.6. Constant magnetic field lines in vacuum ( B in T). 

Fig.7. Constant magnetic field lines in the presence of the 

plasma. Equilibrium parameters are given in Tab.I.l and 

Tab.1.2 (B in T). 

Fig.8. Plasma boundary evolution in a free-boundary equilibrium 

problem computation. 

Fig.9. Toroidal plasma current density and plasma pressure 

distributions for two values of k(eq.30). All parameters 

are given in Tab.I.l and Tab.I,2. 

Fig.10. Influence of ftp on: a) the shape of the magnetic sur

faces; b) the toroidal plasma current density and 

plasma pressure distributions, ; c) the poloidal plasma 

current density distribution; d) the toroidal magnetic 

field for the small tokaaak with the values of R, a and 

I given in Tab.1.2. 

Fig.11. Shape of the magnetio surfaoe for the medium else totmmak 

with the parameters given in Tab.III.1 and Tab.III.2. 

Pig.12. Toroidal plasma current deuslty and plasma pressure dis

tributions for the medium size tokamak(Tab.IIl.l,Tab,IH.2). 



Tab.I.l. Equilibrium field system parameters for the small else tokaaak 

Vr. 

1 

2 

Re 

0.265 

0.555 

\ 

0.265 

0.155 

w 

0.03 

0.03 

R 

0.03 • 

0.03 

* . 

-23556 

-2085* 

Tab.1.2. Plasma parameters for the small siae tokanak 

& 

0.35 

A-
0 . 1 

0.96 

a 

0 . 1 

Tab.II, 

*T 

1.5 

1.5 

h fa 
70 0.45 

, Influence 

(R, a, l p , 

* I . i 

3 -24096 

3 -17919 

BT 

1.5 

of fip 

x e 2 

-19951 

-27767 

Computed parameters 

"" / 3 P /3T q(o) 

2 C.435 0.0041 1,29 

q(a) A % % 

3.4 0.01 0.00659 0.00263 

on different plasma parameters and equilibrium currants 

W and H are those reported in T a b . I . l and Tab.1.2 > 

Computed parameters 

/3P /3T «<°> 
0.CP66 O.O069" 0."685 

0.965 0.0098 0.8?7 

dCa) A % <ft 

3.44 0.01 0.00805 0.00269 

3.75 0.02 0.00773 0.00217 

2.8 1.5 3 20891 -48733 3.5 0.055 0.42 6.08 C.04 0.00809 0.00188 



Tab.III.1. Equilibrium field system parameters for the medium elite tokamak 

Hr. 

Re 

Ze 

w 

d 

x . 

R 

1 

0.545 

0.05 

0 .03 

0 .1 

10714 

T a b . I I I . 2 . 

P 

2 

0.563 

0 .141 

0 .03 

0.06 

$318 

3 

0.611 

0.218 

0 .03 

0.03 

5877 

4 

0.664 

0.298 

0 .03 

0.04 

5732 

5 

0.76 

0.35 

0.02 

0 .0? 

2684 

6 

0.963 

0.373 

0 .03 

0 .03 

-511 

Plasma parameter» for the medium else tokamak 

0, * k 

fi, /3T 

7 

1.09 

0 .33 

0.02 

0 .03 

304 6 

Computed parameters 

qio) q(a) A 

8 

1.218 

0.252 

0 .03 

0.05 

-2103 

. . * 

9 

1.326 

0.14 

0.03 

O.OT 

-8754 

n 
0.86 0.2 m 0.6 0.89 2 0.53 0.0048 1.08 2.82 0.02 0.0361 0.0X56 
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